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PRE-PAID MAIL FROM THE EU TO SWITZERLAND                                                   NEVILLE NELDER

I received a letter from France recently – see above. It intrigued me, as it is postal stationery for up to a 
given weight of 20g, presumably to go to countries other than – in this case – France, BUT it appears to 
include 'Suisse' in addition to the 'Union Europeenne'. Has the PTT surrendered its independence ?! Has 
anyone received one of these envelopes direct from Switzerland, and what charge was levied on the 
sender ?

REPORT OF THE FINAL MEETING OF THE NORTHERN GROUP'S 2012/13 SEASON    DAVID HOPE

The Northern Group completed its season on 6th April with the AGM followed by the Open Competition. 
At the AGM Tony Hoyle was elected Chairman for 2013/2014. The Open Competition attracted four 
entries and were judged by the members. The winner of the Highsted Cup was David Colman with 
'Standing Helvetia  1905'.  Joint  winners of  the Moore Bowl were David Whitworth with 'Registration, 
Express and Urgent Mail' and David Hope with 'TPOs'. 

The programme for the 2013-2014 season is as follows:
2013
     13th September: 'New Acquistions/Members' Choice' - All members.
     12th October: 'The Swiss Army 1939 - 1945' - David Hope.
     2nd November: 'The Chairman's Presentation' - Tony Hoyle.
     7th December: 'Postage Rates/Postage Due' - All members.
2014
     1st March: 'Cantonal Capitals' - All members.
     5th April: AGM and Open Competition.

It  was agreed not  to hold any meetings in  January and February 2014.  All  meetings take place at 
Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing 2.00pm. Further details from David Hope Tel: 
0161 3030091.

NEWS FROM AMERICA

The July edition of the AHPS's journal 'Tell' contains, as usual, some very interesting information. In the 
third part of his article on the Gotthard Pass, Dick Hall describes some of the defences constructed 
there,  concentrating  on those built  in  the  20th Century.  Michael  Peter  provides  a  fine  tribute  to Ian 
Gilchrist and his association with the American Society. George Strubel's review of the latest edition of 
the SAV's Swiss Airmails catalogue (the previous edition was published in 2000) informs us that it has 
increased in size from 711 to 948 pages partly due to the registering of many additional covers, and 
whilst 'prices have mostly increased modestly since the 2000 edition, some prices have been lowered'. 
In  German,  paper  bound at  CHF 86.00.  Other  items include 'Swiss  Guard Postal  History'  by Greg 
Perozzi and a long list of the latest closures of small or underused Swiss post offices (Editor).
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HOW THE BLIND USED THE POST IN SWITZERLAND FROM 1905          GAVIN FRYER RDP, FRPSL 
(This  article  was  first  published in  the  American Helvetia  Philatelic  Society's  journal  "Tell".  We are  
grateful to the author and the Society for allowing it to be reproduced in our newsletter.)

The Universal Postal Union Surveys

At the Universal Postal Union Congress of Lisbon held on the 21st March 1885 it was decided that the 
printed matter category of mail should include all matter with raised points for the blind (Braille). Effective 
from 1st April 1886 Article XVll of the Regulations approved under the Treaty of Lisbon 1886 stated that 
papers on which relief  points were impressed were equated with printed matter.  The earliest  postal 
arrangement made by the Swiss Post Office specifically for the blind was in 1905.

Federal Councillor Zemp, head of the Swiss Federal Post Department in 1905, instigated postal support 
for the Lending Library for the Blind in Switzerland by exempting the Library from paying postage on its 
correspondence and on consignments of books weighing less than 2kg. This was the first step toward 
the franchise enjoyed by the blind today for sending up to 7kg free of postage¹.

Surveys by the UPU in 1906-07 collected data about postal rates for material for the blind, worldwide² ³. 
Many postal authorities responded by saying that either they had never seen an item specifically for the 
blind, or the only tariff that would apply if they saw an example would be the tariff for transmission of  
printed paper. The respective details supplied by postal administrations for the UPU were developed in 
the form of specific postal tariffs during many years as each postal authority introduced specific tariffs for 
the blind. Some gave concessions – even a complete franchise – at the start of recognition of the needs 
of the blind, as was the case in Canada in 1898 and two years later in Australia and New Zealand. 
Others took years bringing their tariff into line with the Franchise specified by the UPU Treaty in 1964.

The UPU Convention signed in Vienna on 10th July 1964 included Art. 9 providing that, subject to the 
application of the provisions of Art. 54.2 relating to air surcharges, literature for the blind shall be exempt 
from postage, and special  charges for registration,  advice of  delivery,  express,  inquiry and cash-on-
delivery. This was the first formal franchise incorporated into the UPU Postal Convention effective from 
1st January 1966. In practice many members of the UPU took their time to fall into line with the terms of 
the Convention. This meant that a number of countries continued to charge for postage on letters sent 
by the blind for a number of years until gradually nearly all administrations provided free postage for the 
blind in accordance with the Franchise.

At the UPU Convention signed in Tokyo on 14th November 1969 the points agreed in Vienna were re-
promulgated with altered cross-references, and included Art. 15 providing that, subject to the application 
of the provisions of Art.  56.2 relating to air  surcharges, literature for the blind shall  be exempt from 
postage,  and from special  charges for registration,  advice of  delivery,  express,  inquiry and cash-on-
delivery.

Swiss Postal Rates for the Blind
The particulars from a number of countries about their postal service for the blind were summarised in 
UPU Circulars addressed to Postal Administrations between 13th October 1906 and 24th May 1907; in
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Switzerland, mail for the blind could be sent under band or some other method that facilitated easy 
inspection at reduced tariff for printed matter.

            2 centimes up to 50g
            5 centimes above 50g up to 250g
           10 centimes over 250g up to 500g

In 1921 Switzerland started special postal rates for the Blind: previous to that date printed matter rates 
applied. Free postage on mail for the blind in Switzerland took effect on 1st January 1996. Mail for the 
blind is sometimes called cécogrammes, and the term is sometimes found as a marking on such mail. 
The Swiss rates are summarised in Table 1 below.

Swiss Welfare Organisations for the Blind

Welfare organisations were issued franchise stamps for their correspondence. Each was allocated a 
number so that the usage of the stamps could be tracked. There were hundreds of such organisations, 
of which 19 were established for the benefit of the blind4. These organisations, their numbers, and dates 
of use are summarised in Table 2 on the next page.

References
¹ Swiss Post magazine 'Focus on Stamps' 1/2003 – an article based upon the 1905 report of the Lending Library  
for the Blind.
² British Postal Museum and Archive 'POST' 117/32.
³ Library and Archives Canada, Ottawa RG3 Post Office Series C-1 Vol 621 File 25764 'Free Transmission for the  
use of the Blind' UPU Circulars (1906-1907).
4Zumstein 'SpezialKatalog' XXV. Auflage, Band 2, Bern, pub. 2000, Section 14 Portofreiheitsmarken.
Fryer, Gavin 'Blindman's Mail – How the Blind have been served by the Post', published by the author, Britain, 
2010, xii + 165 + 4pp.
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THE LESSER-KNOWN WATERFALLS OF SWITZERLAND                      Dr. JEAN ALEXANDER FRPSL

This article first  appeared in 2004 in a privately produced publication 'Philatelic Byways'  which was  
edited by Mr. Douglas Muir to celebrate the late Michael Rutherfoord's 80 th Birthday. The Society is  
grateful to Dr.Alexander and Douglas Muir for allowing it to be reproduced in our Newsletter.

Introduction

Switzerland is a wonderful place for waterfalls with its history of mountains and glaciers. To a philatelist  
they have not been exploited but treated with the respect they deserve. The most well-known falls are of  
course the Rhine Falls followed by the Staubach Falls, both of which have been on definitive issues in 
two forms as well as innumerable postal stationery postcards. This article, however, deals with some of  
the lesser-known waterfalls that have appeared on postal items. The best place to start is with one of the 
most interesting stories of a Swiss waterfall.

Pissevache Falls

Fig. 1a (left)The Pissevache Falls can be seen on the 1999 personalised issue from Switzerland.
Fig. 1b (right) Postcard sent in 2004 showing Pissevache Falls produced by the Swiss Post Office.

It was about 1847 (the new philatelic issue of GB would have been the 6d, 10d and 1/- embossed) when 
Lord Kelvin first listened to a lecture by James Joule on the general topic of the mechanical value of 
heat. In Kelvin's own account he states :

"I  made  Joule's  acquaintance  at  the  Oxford  meeting  and  it  quickly  developed  into  a  life-long 
friendship ......... However he did not tell me he was to be married (after a subsequent meeting) in a  
week or so; but about a fortnight later I was walking down from Chamonix to commence the tour of Mont 
Blanc, and whom should I meet waling up but Joule, with a long thermometer in his hand, and carriage 
with a lady in it not far off.

He told me that he had been married since we parted at Oxford! and he was going to try for elevation of  
temperatures in waterfalls. We trysted to meet a few days later at Martigny, and look at the Cascade de 
Sallenches to see if it might answer. We found it too much broken into spray ......"

Basically, the theory put forward by Joule was that the temperature at the bottom of a waterfall was 
greater than the temperature at the top due to the added energy put into the water by the fall. Taking this 
further it has been stated that a fall of 817 feet would generate one degree of heat. In the case of the 
Niagara Falls with a height of about 160 feet the increase in temperature would be 1/5th of a degree.

It was from this point as a collector of waterfalls on stamps and postal stationery that the hunt began. 
Firstly, the 'Cascade de Sallanches' is now better known as the Pissevache Falls which lie, as stated, 
near Martigny, and as the wind blows the waterfall disappears into a fine spray. Secondly, no stamp or 
postal stationery item has been found showing the Falls and so Messieurs Michael Rutherfoord and 
Douglas Muir set out, like Kelvin and Joule before them, to investigate the Falls, this time with a camera.
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The resulting photographs were successfully returned and in the year 1999 the Swiss Post Office (PTT) 
produced  personalised  stamps.  This  necessitated  the  customer  sending  in  a  photograph  to  be 
reproduced with a suitable message.  The photograph was to be in  a stamp-sized square while the 
message took up the larger rectangle beside the actual stamp. However, after a request to the PTT, the 
resulting sheet (see Fig.1a on the previous page) shows the Pissevache Falls on the larger portion 
together with the details of the Falls beside it – the first 'stamp' of the Pissevache Falls. 

This was followed in 2003 by a postal  stationery card produced by the PTT again using the same 
photograph (Fig. 1b on the previous page). This was another innovation by the PTT. Entering the Post  
website collectors and customers could create and pay for  their  own postcards,  either from images 
provided or from their own scans. This was then electronically printed and sent in the post with a Zürich 
airport postmark. Later versions from 2004 came from Bern.

Falls of Doubs

Situated on the border between France and Switzerland are the Falls of  Doubs. As a result  of  the 
positioning of the waterfall the Falls of Doubs have appeared not only on the postal items of Switzerland 
but also on a stamp from France. In the case of Switzerland it was a postal stationery card issued in 
1923 and overprinted in 1924 (Fig. 2 below) showing the Falls but so far no stamp has appeared from 
Switzerland.

Fig. 2 Tops of 1923 and 1924 postal stationery cards showing the Falls of Toubs.
Fig. 3 Taubenloch Gorge waterfall maximum card with the relevant Pro Patria stamp.

Taubenloch Gorge

The town of Biel was the stopping point for the train when our hunters tried to locate the Taubenloch 
Gorge waterfall. The mountain stream flowing through the Taubenloch Gorge eventually flows into Lake 
Biel. While walking along the river many "waterfalls" appeared causing much consternation as to which 
was the "right"  waterfall;  that  was until  the  "right"  waterfall  appeared and with  no doubts  about  its 
authenticity. The waterfall appeared on the Pro Patria issue of 1954, and is the largest that occurs in the 
three mile extent of the gorge (Fig. 3 above).

Engstligenalp Falls, Adelboden

Adelboden was the source of yet another find, as indeed of well-known mineral water. The waterfall this 
time is the Engstligenalp Falls and can be seen in the background on many of the postal stationery cards 
of Adelboden from 1925. Lunch, I have heard, is very good near the top of this mountain and also adds 
to the experience of waterfall watching. The area is well-known in the Guiding world for a centre for Girl 
Guides holidaying in the Adelboden region. Postal stationery is the main source of philatelic interest here 
with several different views appearing between 1925 and 1959 (Figs. 4a, b and c on the next page).
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Fig. 4a (left) 1925 View of Adelboden showing the Engstligenalp Falls in the background.
Fig. 4b (middle) Similar view of Adelboden on 1955 card.
Fig. 4c (right) The 1961 view of Adelboden shows a large picture with waterfall in the background.

Reichenbach Falls, Meiringen

Fig. 5a (left) top of 1923 postal stationery postcard showing the Reichenbach Falls.
Fig. 5b (right top) 24p GB Sherlock Holmes issue on a postcard showing the GB booklet covers. 
Fig. 5c (right bottom) GB booklet cover showing the Reichenbach Falls. 

Known by Conan Doyle from his interest in skiing, and holidays in the area, the Reichenbach Falls 
became the last resting place of Sherlock Holmes when he was confronted by Moriarty in "The Final  
Problem", but like waterfalls that keep on going eternally our hero Sherlock Holmes arose and continued 
on with his life. This waterfall, a Swiss waterfall, is the only one so far to appear on a British stamp but it 
also appeared on a GB booklet, as well as its first appearance in 1923 on a postcard issued by the PTT 
(Figs. 5a, b and c above).

Piumogna Falls, Faido

One of the other many waterfalls, researched by our hunters, appeared on a cancellation (Fig. 6a) and 
cards issued from 1933 (Fig. 6b) – see Page 60. The waterfall was photographed and the results were 
sent digitally to the Swiss Post postcard service. As mentioned before, this service started in 2003 and 
sends postcards via the normal postal services but including photographs taken by the sender. In this 
case one of our hunters, Michael Rutherfoord, can clearly be seen below the Piumogna Falls, on the 
bridge (Fig.  6c  and inset).  Sadly  due to  the demise of  Michael  Rutherfoord  there  will  be  no more 
sightings of the duo, a waterfall and a camera.

Reference : Steffens, Henry John - "James Prescott Joule and the Concept of Energy" published by 
Dawson Science History Publications USA 1979 pp. 102 & 103.
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Fig. 6a (left) Faido pictorial postmark showing the Piumogna Falls.
Fig. 6b (middle) Tops of postal stationery cards from 1933 (top) and 1935.
Fig. 6c (right) Michael Rutherfoord standing on the bridge at the Piumogna

Falls, Faido (see also blown-up inset).

Text and illustrations © Jean Alexander. Reproduced with permission from Douglas N. Muir, Curator, 
Philately, The British Postal Museum & Archive (BPMA), Freeling House, Phoenix Place, London WC1X 0DL.

GOOD TO KNOW ! BY WERNER GATTIKER
Tell Head Types

                                            Type 1                                                       Type  II
                                                                 

The first 10c value of the William Tell Head series exists in two types. The first (scarce) Type I shows the 
horizontal  strokes in  the letters H and E exactly in the middle of  the letters,  while in Type II  these 
horizontal bars are closer to the tops of the letters, about 2/3rds up. All other Tell Head values are Type 
II. However, it is worth remembering, that BOTH types were also used for the printing of postcards, and 
again the Type I postcards are scarce in the case of reply-paid double-cards, and exceedingly rare in the 
case of ordinary single postcards. Keep your eyes open!

             Werner  Gattiker 
For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
• Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

• "Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

• Liechtenstein also available.
     Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 -  werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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